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RESULTS

● Bilinguals sometimes produce fewer responses than monolinguals on
verbal fluency tasks (Gollan, Montoya, & Werner, 2002; Rosselli et al.,
2000; Sandoval, Gollan, Ferreira, & Salmon, 2010), but some studies
reported no difference between these groups (Blumenfeld, Bobb, &
Marian, 2016; Luo, Luk, & Bialystok, 2010).
Most of these studies tested early bilinguals, and few compared early
and late bilinguals and tested them in both languages.
Age of second-language acquisition affects vocabulary size and lexical
organization, with early bilinguals showing a more integrated semantic
network (Hernandez, Li, & MacWhinney, 2005).
We compared highly proficient early and late Spanish-English
bilinguals to Spanish and English monolinguals on semantic and
phonemic fluency tasks in both Spanish and English.
Measures included the number of responses and the average lexical
frequency of responses, which may reveal the degree of lexical
knowledge or of cross-language interference (Sandoval et al., 2010).
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DISCUSSION

English

Spanish
Number correct produced

Late bilinguals produced significantly
fewer responses than English controls on
the semantic task in English.

No group differences for
the Spanish fluency tasks.

Average lexical frequency of responses

Do bilinguals produce the same number of responses as monolinguals?

Are there any differences in the number of responses or the average
lexical frequency across the two languages of highly proficient bilinguals?

Late bilinguals’ responses were higher
in frequency than early bilinguals’ and
English controls’ on the semantic task.

• Looking at the types of responses produced on the
verbal fluency task may reveal characteristics of
bilinguals’ lexicon and lexical accessibility.
No group differences for
the Spanish fluency tasks.

Average lexical frequency of responses across the trial

PARTICIPANTS
Early
Bilinguals
N

Late
Bilinguals

English
Controls

Spanish
Controls

Gender

23
13f;10m

21
10f;11m

26
14f;12m

21
9f;12m

Age (mean, SD)

25.5 yrs (6.6)

28.9 yrs (5.4)

25.9 yrs (4.2)

29.4 yrs (5.1)

Age of English
Acquisition (mean, SD)

4.8 yrs (2.2)

13.7 yrs (3.9)

1.4 yrs (1.8)

20.0 yrs (8.5)

TASKS
Spanish
English

Semantic
Fruits and Vegetables
Furniture
Animals
Clothing

Phonemic
Letter M
Letter F
Letter D
Letter N

• 60 seconds per category
• Instructions given in the
language of the task
• Spanish categories first

• Lexical frequency drove the selection of responses
more strongly in the semantic task than in the
phonemic task. Early bilinguals’ responses were less
strongly driven by lexical frequency than late
bilinguals’ and monolingual controls’ responses.
• Early bilinguals’ Spanish lexicons may have different
lexical frequencies than late bilinguals’ and Spanish
monolinguals’ due to differences in the type of
Spanish exposure they had growing up in the U.S.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Does age of second-language acquisition affect the number of responses
produced or the average frequency of those responses?

• Age of English acquisition affected English production
but only on the semantic task. Early bilinguals did not
differ from monolingual controls on either fluency
task. Late bilinguals produced fewer responses than
controls on the English semantic fluency task and
their responses were higher frequency.
• Late bilinguals’ higher average frequency on the
semantic task may reflect a lack of familiarity or lack
of access to low-frequency exemplars of semantic
categories rather than cross-language interference.
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